
GLOSSARY

BERGSCOLLEGIUM

The Swedish Board of  Mines, founded in 1649. This body was respon-
sible for overseeing the extraction and processing of  Sweden’s mineral 
wealth. It comprised a central administration in Stockholm and twelve 
regional bureaux or Bergmästardömen (q.v).

BERGSDEPUTATION

The standing committee of  the Riksdag (q.v.), established in 1723, with 
special responsibility for formulating policy on the iron trade. 

BERGSLAGEN 
The mining district of  central Sweden. Historical geographers dispute 
its exact de� nition, but most would agree that it swept in a broad arc 
north and west of  Mälaren, the huge lake system that extends inland 
from Stockholm.

BERGMÄSTARDÖME 
One of  the twelve regional of� ces of  the Bergscollegium (q.v.). The chief  
of� cer (bergmästare) presided over a local ‘mining court’ that enforced 
the Bergscollegium’s decrees. 
 
BERGSMAN (pl. bergsmän) 
Peasant miners who combined agriculture with ore mining and charcoal 
making. In the late medieval period bergsmän were responsible for all 
aspects of  iron making. From the early seventeenth century, however, 
they were restricted to the mining and smelting of  ore. The making 
of  malleable iron was entrusted to brukspatroner (q.v.).

Bertram steel
See shear steel.

blister steel 
The product of  the cementation furnace (q.v.). See also shear steel.
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bloom
See smältan. 

BOKARE 
An ore crusher at the blast furnace.

BRUK (pl. bruk)
An iron-making estate, with one or more forges, and sometimes a 
blast furnace, annexed to large tracts of  woodland for the production 
of  charcoal. 

BRUKSPATRON ( pl. brukspatroner)
An ironmaster; the proprietor of  a bruk. 

cast steel
See crucible steel. 

cementation furnace
The standard plant used in steel making in eighteenth-century Britain. 
Bars of  iron were subject to a prolonged heating whilst in contact with 
charcoal dust. The charcoal acted as a source of  carbon, which infused 
into the iron, producing its hard alloy, steel.

chafery
See Walloon forging.

COMPANIGRUVA ( pl. companigruvor)
One of  those areas of  the Dannemora mine (q.v.) that was worked by 
several bruk on a rota basis. 

crucible steel
Blister steel (q.v.) that had been melted down to achieve a uniform dis-
tribution of  carbon through the metal and to allow the skimming off  of  
residual slag. The outcome of  this technique, developed in the 1740s by 
Benjamin Huntsman, was also known as cast steel or Huntsman steel. 

DALER KOPPARMYNT

‘Copper dollars’: the monetary unit in which most business was con-
ducted in early eighteenth-century Sweden. Each daler was made up 
of  32 öre. 
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Dannemora
The enormous iron ore mine in the county of  Uppland. Its phosphorous-
free ores were used to make ‘Orground iron’ (q.v.).

deals 
Lengths of  sawn timber that were a staple item of  trade between 
Sweden and Britain

DEPUTATION (pl. deputationer)
A standing committee of  the Riksdag (q.v.). See also bergsdeputation. 

English-German steel
See shear steel.

EGNA KOL 
See kol.

FINERY

See Walloon forging. 

FRIHETSTIDEN

‘The Age of  Liberty’: the period of  constitutional government that fol-
lowed the death of  Charles XII in 1718. During Frihetstiden the power of  
the monarchy was countered by that of  the four estates: the aristocracy, 
the clergy, the burghers and the peasantry. ‘The Age of  Liberty’ was 
terminated by a royal coup in 1772.

German forging
The most widely practised forge technique in eighteenth-century Swe-
den. A single hearth was used both to � ne the metal and to reheat it 
during hammering. The distinction found in Walloon forging (q.v.) 
between the � nery and the chafery—and between � ners and ham-
mermen—was unknown. A single forge crew undertook all elements 
of  the process.

German steel
Either steel that originated in the German-speaking lands (Westphalia, 
Carinthia, etc.) or English-made shear steel (q.v.), which was made by 
a technique believed to be of  German origin.
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GEUSE 
The form in which iron from Swedish blast furnaces was some-
times cast. The universal practice in Britain was for the liquid iron 
to be tapped into a series of  branching channels that brought to 
mind a sow feeding her young, hence pig iron. In Sweden, by con-
trast, at works where the Walloon forging technique was used, cast 
iron (tackjärn) was allowed to �ow into a single long depression, the 
geuse. 

GOUJAR 
A charcoal carrier at the forge.

HAMMERMAN 
A specialised worker at the chafery (q.v.) in Walloon forging (q.v.).

Hayford steel
See shear steel.

HIELPEKARL 
Auxiliary forge worker.

Huntsman steel
See crucible steel. 

HYTTDRÄNG 

Assistant furnace keeper.

JERNBÄRARE 

An ‘iron carrier’; a worker at a jernvåg (q.v.).

JERNKONTORET 

The Ironmasters’ Association, established as a quasi-state body in 1747 
to supply credit to brukspatroner. It also acted as a clearing house for 
information about technology and markets. 

JERNVÅG 
‘Iron Weigh’. This was the compound in stapelstäder (q.v.) through which 
bar iron had to pass before being exported. 
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KOL 
Charcoal. A legal distinction was drawn between two types of  charcoal 
used in Swedish iron making: egna kol (‘own charcoal’) supplied by a 
bruk’s tenants, and köpekol (‘bought coal’) purchased from freeholders.

KÖPEKOL 
See kol. 

Lancashire forging
A charcoal-� red re� ning technique introduced in Sweden in the 1840s 
that emulated the rapid throughput of  puddling and rolling (q.v.). It 
paved the way for the industrialisation of  Swedish iron making. 

LASS

A measure of  iron ore. It varied from mine to mine, but usually fell in 
the range 400 to 600 kilograms.

LEUFSTAWERKEN

The industrial complex in Uppland that comprised Leufsta bruk, with its 
blast furnace and four forges, Åkerby bruk, and the furnace at Toboborg, 
to which bruk at Hillebola and Carlholm were later added.

loop
See smältan.

MALM SKUTARE 

An ore carrier at the blast furnace.

MANUFAKTURPOLITIK

In the 1720s the Swedish state reaf� rmed its traditional interest in 
the promotion of  import-substituting industries through the so-called 
Manufakturpolitik. Credit and legal privileges were extended to a number 
of  new enterprises, especially in the textiles sector. 

MASMÄSTARE 
Furnace keeper.

MILLE 
A traditional Walloon unit of  weight used in the Vallonbruk, equal to 
510 kilograms. 
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MÄSTERRÄCKARE 

Master hammerman. Also known as a räckarmästare.

MÄSTERSMÄLTARE 
Master � ner.

MÄSTERSVEN 

Finer’s assistant.

New German forging
The forging technique developed in the 1830s in Sweden. It was an 
ampli� ed and accelerated version of  the traditional ‘German’ forging 
method (q.v.) that had been in use since the 1500s. 

Newcastle steel
See shear steel.

ÖRE 
See daler kopparmynt.

‘Orground’ iron
The high-quality bar iron made at the Vallonbruk (q.v.) of  Uppland, so 
called because much of  it had traditionally passed through the Baltic 
port of  Öregrund on its way to Stockholm.

osmund iron
A type of  � ned iron produced in Sweden and parts of  Germany in the 
medieval and early modern periods. It was the principal sort of  iron 
made by bergsmän (q.v.) before the reform of  the Swedish iron industry 
in the seventeenth century. Physically, it was produced in lumps that 
were exported by the barrel. 

PRODUKTPLAKAT

The edict of  1724 that remodelled Swedish commercial policy. Foreign 
vessels entering Swedish ports were restricted to carrying goods from 
their country of  origin. The intention was to promote Swedish ship-
ping and shipbuilding.
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puddling and rolling 
The coal-� red method of  re� ning iron patented by Henry Cort in 
1783–1784. It became the standard method of  producing malleable 
iron in the industrial world in the nineteenth century.

RÄCKARDRÄNG 
Hammerman’s assistant.

RÄCKARMÄSTARE

See mästerräckare.

Riksdag
The national diet of  Sweden. It was composed of  four estates: the 
nobles, the clergy, the burghers, and the peasantry. 

SCHAMPLUNER

Bar iron made to speci� c dimensions.

shear steel
Blister steel (q.v.) that had been cut into short lengths and forge-welded 
into a single mass. The procedure was intended to counteract the uneven 
distribution of  carbon in blister steel, which was a potential source of  
weakness, by pounding together high-carbon and low-carbon portions of  
the bar. Shear steel was known by variety of  different names: ‘Hayford’ 
steel (after Denis Hayford, its supposed inventor); Bertram steel (after 
another early practitioner); spur steel (after the mark stamped on one of  
the hardest brands); German steel (because of  the supposed geographi-
cal source of  the technique); English-German steel (to distinguish it 
from ‘true’ German steel); and Newcastle steel (after the port through 
which most of  it was shipped). See also crucible steel.

SKEPPUND

The unit of  weight used to measure iron in Sweden. Confusingly, the 
value of  the skeppund varied according to the form of  the iron being 
measured and the place where it was being weighed. A skeppund of  pig 
iron weighed over 194 kilograms, but a skeppund of  bar iron, weighed at 
the forge, was a little less than 150 kilograms. The difference re� ected 
the weight loss incurred during the forging process; one skeppund of  pig 
iron was assumed to yield one skeppund of  bar iron. The measure used 
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at the point of  the export was different again: a skeppund stapelstadvikt 
was just 136 kilograms. 

spur steel
See shear steel.

SKEPPSBRON 
The main quay in Stockholm and the residential quarter for many of  
the city’s merchant elite in the eighteenth century.

SMÄLTAN 
The mass of  decarburised iron and liquid slag, known as a ‘loop’ in 
English, that was pulled from the hearth once the � ning process was 
complete. The smält was then pounded beneath the forge hammer to 
expel the slag and to shape the metal into a roughly squared block: a 
smältstycke or what British forgemen called a ‘bloom’. See also Walloon 
forging.

SMÄLTARDRÄNG 
Apprentice � ner. 

SMÄLTSTYCKE 
See smältan.

STÅLJERN 
‘Steel iron’: the high-quality iron that could be made using the New Ger-
man forging method (q.v.). It was intended for the Shef�eld market. 

STAPELSTAD ( pl. stapelstäder)
A ‘staple’ town, one of  the twenty-four designated centres through 
which Sweden’s international trade was channelled.

STORMAKTSTIDEN

‘The Age of  Greatness’: the period of  military and imperial success that 
opened with Sweden’s entry into the Thirty Years’ War in the late 1620s 
and closed with her defeat in the Great Northern War (1699–1721).

STRÖMSBERGSWERKEN

The industrial complex comprising the bruk at Ullfors, Wessland and 
Strömsberg.
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TACKJÄRN 
Pig iron or cast iron.

TOURNEIJ 
The four-hour shift worked by forgemen at the Vallonbruk. 

UPPSÄTTARE

An ore charger at the blast furnace

VALLONBRUK 

‘Walloon ironworks’: bruk (q.v.) settled by immigrants from the south-
ern Netherlands during the seventeenth century at which the Walloon 
method of  forging (q.v.) was practised

voyage iron
Bars of  iron designed for export to Africa. They were made to quite 
precise speci� cations, re� ecting the instructions of  slave traders on the 
Guinea coast. 

Walloon forging
The method of  making malleable bar iron that originated in the Wal-
loon region in the late middle ages. It was the technique employed in 
Britain and in the Vallonbruk (q.v.) of  Sweden during the eighteenth 
century. Walloon forges featured two separate hearths: the � nery (in 
which pig iron was decarburised or ‘� ned’) and the chafery (in which the 
� ned iron was reheated before being drawn out into bars at the forge 
hammer). This division of  labour distinguished the Walloon method 
from German forging (q.v.).
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